Abbreviations and Translation

See bibliography for translations and editions used – if no translation is available, I provide my own.

Works by Schelling cited with pagination of Sämtliche Werke with the exception of Original Version of the Philosophy of Revelation and the Paulus Nachschrift of the Philosophy of Revelation (which follows the edition's page numbers).

- STI System of Transcendental Idealism (1800)
- PR Philosophy and Religion (1804)
- F Philosophical Inquiries into the Nature of Human Freedom (1809)
- SV Stuttgart Private Lectures (1810)
- W1,2,3 The Ages of the World (draft of respectively 1811, 1813 and 1815)
- GNP On the History of Modern Philosophy (Munich Lectures of 1827) – I add between [] the page numbers of the translation here as well.
- SW The System of the Ages of the World (Munich Lectures of 1827/28)
- GPP The Grounding of Positive Philosophy (Berlin Lectures of 1842/43)
- HKM Historical-Critical Introduction to the Philosophy of Mythology (Berlin Lectures of 1842)
- O Philosophy of Revelation (Berlin Lectures of 1841/42, Paulus Nachschrift)

Works by Nietzsche cited with number of aphorism and, if non-consecutive, section title.

- GT The Birth of Tragedy (1872/1886)
- UB Untimely Meditations (1876)
- MAM Human, All Too Human (1888)
- M Daybreak (1881)
- FW The Gay Science (1882)
- Z Thus Spoke Zarathustra (1883)
- JGB Beyond Good and Evil (1886)
- GM On the Genealogy of Morals (1887)
- A The Antichrist (1888)
- GD Twilight of the Idols (1888)
- EH Ecce Homo (1888)
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